CHAPTER TEN

fashion statements and pleasure driving a pastime

THE EVOLUTION OF SPEED

where the appearance of horse, buggy and
occupants was paramount.

Just as it would be inconceivable to imagine the
farmer, tradesperson or professional of today
performing to their capacity without the use of a
motor vehicle, so it was in the nineteenth century
with the horse.
While the majority of contemporary car owners take
considerable pride in their vehicles, treating them as
both items of personal pleasure and symbols of
status, so was the horse viewed by our nineteenth
century predecessors. The horse served not only as
a means of supporting work practices but also as a
source of recreation. Almost every American farmer,
country gentleman, artisan, or professional kept a
harness horse that combined pleasure with profit.

HORSE AND SULKY EARLY 1800S

The Roadster was carefully bred to provide better
confirmation and looks to supplement these elegant
buggies, but above all for speed. Contemporary
writers wrote of Americans catching a ʻfetlock feverʼ.
Every thoroughfare became a potential site for a

As the advent of steam railroads raised public

test of speed and racetracks appeared at almost

awareness in the advantages of speed for travel,

every county fairground. Attendances at private and

horse travel followed suit. The emphasis became

public match races rivaled pleasure driving as the

one of breeding horses that provided docility, sure

most popular recreational pastime of Americans.

footedness, stamina and speed. Roads to cater for

Races were well publicised in newspapers with both

safe and speedy travel followed swiftly.

bragging and wagering being commonplace.

The regional diversity in the breeds of horses in

The Roadster was already an institution by 1820

America was still wide, but three major types were

and by the middle of the nineteenth century horse

evident; the solid draught horse of the farmers, the

drawn buggies, with up to five passengers, had

elegant English thoroughbred and his derivatives for

become more commonplace than the solitary rider

single riding, and the tough and speedy Roadster or

on horseback. The latter was to diminish even more

coaching horse of the northeastern states. The

rapidly with the advent of the mass produced

need for speed to accommodate urgency was

bicycle at the close of the century.

especially important for doctors and the clergy and
they led the adoption of fast horses with buggies.

When racketeering led to the outlawing of
thoroughbred racing in New York at the turn of the

Just as the prestigious marques and elegant sports

nineteenth century, public interest turned to the

cars of today signify status and promise pleasure for

racing of harness horses against the clock. In 1806,

their owners, the Roadster achieved the same for

the gelding Yankee (2:59) trotted into harness

men of affluence in the early nineteenth century.

history as the first horse to cover a mile in less than

The carriages became sophisticated and elegant

three minutes, or at least the first to be reported in

by the press of the time, she became the first of

the press.

Americaʼs public equestrian heroes.

It was not until 1824, however, that a time was

New public champions earned their reputations by

recorded involving a measured course, in the

defeating the aging mare. Time, not class, was

presence of judges and official time keepers. In this

considered the standard for greatness, however.

instance Topgallant defeated Betsy Baker over a

For example, Lady Jane won all but two of her forty

three mile course on the Jamaica Turnpike of Long

six races and defeated Lady Suffolk on all three

Island for a purse of one thousand dollars. The

occasions that they met. As her best time fell short

official time was 8:42 constituting a mile rate of

of the world record set by Lady Suffolk she was

T2:54.

afforded little fame.

By 1826 the New York Trotting Club had opened its

Lady Suffolk was replaced as public equine hero by

first race track but records prior to 1840 are scarce.

another mare, Flora Temple, whose sire was a

The economic recession of the eighteen thirties,

circus horse. She became the worldʼs fastest trotter

followed by interruptions due to the American Civil

with her record of T2:24½ in 1856. Flora Temple

War, caused a further hiatus.

dominated the racing scene lowering her record to

Some stories did survive however, and three horses

T2:19¾, a mark which stood for a decade.

entered the annals of folklore. Records were

As racetracks replaced roads for such match races,

published about Edwin Forrest, supposedly of

times improved along with the accuracy of record

Morgan origins, trotting a mile under saddle in

keeping. Many of these tracks were well organized

T2:31½, then Sally Miller traversing the mile in

and had substantial clubhouses as the photograph

T2:37 under harness. In New York, the undisputed

below shows. The second photograph confirms that

ʻKing of the Roadʼ was the gelding Dutchman with a

horses performed using both wagon and high wheel

reported T2:32 under harness. Although horses

sulky.

were purchased on the basis of speed rather than
breeding at this time, the strong presence of
Messenger in the pedigree of Dutchman did not fail
to attract attention.
One rat tailed mare that raced unofficially on Third
Avenue in New York during the forties was later sold
to a butcher named Charles. She went on to
become the dam of Hambeltonian 10.

Foundation Era
Almost forty years after the first recorded three
minute mile, Lady Suffolk became the first official
2:30 list performer with her T2:29½ under saddle in
1845. Affectionately nicknamed ʻThe Old Gray Mareʼ
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NEW YORK RACETRACK AND CLUBHOUSE 1890

It should be noted that stallions were often unraced
during the Foundation Era due to both fear of injury
and the belief that severe racing efforts may reduce
fertility. Speed records of the time were commonly
shared among mares and geldings, although
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stallions would often be given a time trial to
establish records that could be used for promotional
purposes. Some entires set marks that resulted in a
stud career that had not previously been planned.

LITHOGRAPH OF DIRECT
TABLE 10.1 FIRST FIVE 2:30 TROTTERS

TROTTER AND WAGON ON SPEEDWAY 1890

John Wallace, creator of the Trotting Register,
argued that ʻstandardʼ guidelines should be set for

1845

Lady Suffolk

T2:29½

1845

Moscow

T2:30.0

1849

Lady Moscow

T2:30.0

1849

Pelham

T2:28.0

1849

Lady Sutton

T2:28.0

TABLE 10.2 FIRST FIVE 2:25 TROTTERS

official recordings into the Stud Book. While the

1856

Flora Temple

T2:24½

rules agreed upon in 1879 were quite complex, the

1860

George M. Patchen

T2:23½

accepted benchmark was set as a mile rate of 2:30.

1862

George Wilkes

T2:24¾

Hence 2:30 achieved official recognition as both the

1863

California Damsel

T2:24½

basis of the standardbred and the benchmark for

1863

Prince

T2:24½

quality. By the conclusion of the nineteenth century
this standard had become firmly established. When
Wallace published an index to the first ten volumes
of his Standardbred Register in 1892 it contained
over sixteen thousand registered standarbred
stallions and in excess of thirty thousand active
brood mares.
In 1865, Dexter, the most famous racing son of
Hambletonian 10, won all but one of his twenty six
races both under saddle and harnessed to wagon.

GEORGE M PATCHEN LEADS THE WAY

He continued to dominate the track for another two

The record for trotters was gradually lowered by the

years, lowering the world record to T2:17¼. Over

mare Goldsmith Maid T2:14¾ (1874); another two

the following two decades 2:30 performance and

geldings in Rarus T2:13¼ (1878) and St Julien

the presence of Hambletonian blood became the

T2:11¼ (1879); Maud S T2:10¼ (1881) then Jay

hallmarks of trotting fashion.

Eye See T2:10.0 in 1884. Maud S finally broke the
2:10 barrier with her T2:08¾ time trial in1885.
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replaced by the high wheel sulky was replaced
again in 1893 by the pneumatic wheeled sulky. High
wheel racing virtually ended with its introduction. To
that time only forty one horses had bettered T2:15
but the innovation led to a flurry of speed. The
different carts are illustrated below.

LITHOGRAPH OF GOLDSMITH MAID
TABLE 10.3 FIRST FIVE 2:20 TROTTERS

1859

Flora Temple

T2:19¾

1867

Dexter

T2:19.0

1869

American Girl

T2:19.0

1869

Goldsmith Maid

T2:19½

1869

Lady Thorne

T2:19¾

RACING WAGON 1890

TABLE 10.4 FIRST FIVE 2:15 TROTTERS

1874

Goldsmith Maid

T2:14¾

1875

Lula

T2:15.0

1878

Rarus

T2:14.0

1878

Hopeful

T2:14¾

1879

St Julien

T2:12¾

HIGH WHEEL SULKY 1891

TABLE 10.5 FIRST FIVE 2:10 TROTTERS

1884

Jay Eye See

T2:10.0

1885

Maud S

T2:08¾

1891

Allerton

T2:09¼

1891

Nelson

T2:10.0

1891

Nancy Hanks

T2:09¼

Improvements were also being made in equipment.
The pneumatic tyre, invented by the Irishman
Dunlop, had led to a bicycle craze sweeping across
America in the early nineties. It was only a matter of
time before it was adapted for use in harness racing

PNEUMATIC TYRE SULKY 1893

in the form of bicycle sulkies, or ʻbikesʼ as they
came to be known. The wagon which had been
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The first trotter to win pulling the pneumatic wheeled

In the final years of the century the trotting race mile

sulky was Bella Wilkes who lowered her record from

record was reduced to T2:05¼ by Directum while

T2:22 to T2:19½. In the same year, Directum

the mare Alix remained the fastest trotter of the

lowered the race record for the Kentucky Futurity by

nineteenth century. The following abbreviated tables

six seconds to T2:13¼ using the new sulky.

give some insight into the advancement in speed for
both gaits.
TABLE 10.6 FIRST FIVE 2:05 TROTTERS

1892

Nancy Hanks

T2:04.0

1894

Alix

1895

Azote

T2:04¾

1900

The Abbott

T2:04¾

1900

Cresceus

T2:04¾

T2:03¾TT

Within fifty years the world record had been reduced
RICHARD B TO FOUR WHEEL WAGON

from T2:29½ to T2:03¾ both held by mares.
TABLE 10.7 REDUCED WORLD TROTTING RECORDS

Foundation Era
1845

Lady Suffolk

T2:29½

1859

Flora Temple

T2:19¾

1865

Dexter

T2:17¼

1874

Goldsmith Maid

T2:14.0

1884

Jay Eye See

T2:10.0

1885

Maud S

T2:08¾

1892

Nancy Hanks

T2:04.0TT

1894

Alix

T2:03¾TT

ALLERTON WITH HIGH WHEEL SULKY (1891)

The situation among those of the pacing gait was a
little different. The mare Aggie Down was the first to
pace a mile in standard time in 1844, a year before
Lady Suffolk achieved the feat. So despised was
the pacer in those days that it hardly wasted any
newspaper ink. This was likewise the case when the
mare Pet lowered the mark to 2:19½ in 1852 and
Pocahontas to 2:17½ in 1855, some seven seconds
better than the trotting record of Flora Temple.
CRESCEUS WITH PNEUMATIC SULKY (1894)
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Hal line and contained none of the Hambletonian 10
blood that was beginning to dominate pedigrees.

POCAHONTAS

By the eighteen eighties however, Grand Circuit
rivalry between four evenly matched free for all
pacers changed public perceptions, as they battled
for supremacy. Little Brown Jug advanced the
cause further with his mile in 2:11¾ in 1881. The

The achievement of Star Pointer was widely

conquering of the 2:05 barrier was achieved by

heralded in the newspapers and seized upon by the

Mascot in 1892, just one day after Nancy Hanks

marketing fraternity as the advertisement from 1903

had achieved the mark for the trotters.

illustrates.

Later, in the final decade of the century, further
rivalries between Hal Pointer and Direct, then
subsequently between Joe Patchen, Robert J and
John R Gentry raised public interest further. A mile
in two minutes, without the seconds, was even
contemplated.
TABLE 10.8 REDUCED WORLD PACING RECORDS
FOUNDATION ERA

1844

Aggie Down

2:29.0

1855

Pet

2:18½

1881

Little Brown Jug

2:11¾

1883

Johnston

2:06¼

1894

Robert J

2:01¼

1896

John R Gentry

2:00½

1897

Star Pointer

1:59¼

Star Pointer
Finally, Star Pointer achieved the feat in 1897, some
six years before Lou Dillon was to achieve the mark
for the trotting gait. Interestingly, the pedigree of
Star Pointer represented the almost defunct Tom

There were other improvements as well. Farriers
ensured better balance for performers and selective
breeding practices and lighter sulkies with wheel
bearings both helped in faster times.
For the pacers, improved hopples ensured greater
consistency and became common place on the
Grand Circuit. Strathberry, Frank Bogash and
Prince Albert became stars in their ʻIndiana Pantsʼ,
as they were mockingly referred to. Yet others
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continued to pace naturally without them. These

only one pacer in the following half century. The

free legged pacing champions included Directum I,

story of Dan Patch is taken up in chapter eleven.

Dan Patch, Single G and later Billy Direct.

TABLE 10.9 REDUCED WORLD PACING RECORDS

Although Star Pointerʼs time was not equaled under
race conditions until the 1:59.0 of Minor Heir in
1910, the magical two minute list had begun.
The new century saw the two minute list for trotters
begin in 1903 with the time trial by Lou Dillon,
followed by her T1:59¾ win in the Memphis Gold
Cup then a further time trial in T1:58½.

New Century Era
1905

Dan Patch

1:55¼TT

1938

Billy Direct

1:55.0TT

It was not until late in the New Century Era that the
time of Dan Patch was marginally lowered by Billy
Direct and again this new record lasted for a further
twenty two years. In effect, half a century passed
without any significant improvement in the world
record time for pacers.

LOU DILLON- FIRST TWO MINUTE TROTTER

The pacing and trotting two minute lists remained
exclusive however, and it was not until 1948 that
one hundred performers had achieved this mark.

CRESCEUS- FIRST STALLION IN UNDER 2:03

The Classic Families data base lists the first

Meanwhile, the trotters were also finding the new

hundred trotters and pacers to achieve this honor.

world records difficult to match. The first star was

You will note on examination, that a distinct pattern

The Abbe, the first stallion of the era to hold a world

of maternal impact was beginning to emerge.

record. Later Cresceus became the first stallion to
beat 2:05 in a race, and the first to better 2:03.

New Century Era
The first decade of the new century heralded a
number of new stars but belonged almost
exclusively to one horse, the iconic Dan Patch. Not
only did he achieve a speed record that lasted for

It took the best part of a decade before the
T1:58½TT record of Lou Dillon was lowered a mere
half second by the gelding Uhlan, then another
decade before Peter Manning lowered it
substantially to T1:56¾TT.

thirty three years, the longest lasting record in the
history of harness racing, but it was matched by

It was not until 1922 that Tilly Brooke became the
first trotter to win a race in less than two minutes.
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Table 10.10 shows the evolution of trotting speed

Of even more significance was the fact that such

during this era.

times were being expected from two and three year

TABLE 10.10 WORLD TROTTING RECORDS

old performers. These younger horses accounted

New Century Era

for almost one third of the new 2:10 performers in

1901

The Abbot

T2:03¼TT

1924 by which time there were already eighty three

1901

Cresceus

T2:02¼TT

two year olds and two hundred and fifty three year

1903

Lou Dillon

T1:58½TT

1912

Uhlan

T1:58.0TT

1922

Peter Mannning

T1:56¾TT

1938

Greyhound

T1:55¼TT

olds on the all time list. The success of a stallion
was measured by his ability to beget early and
extreme speed. Table 10.11 shows the credits for
the leading six sires in 1924.
TABLE 10.11 NEW CENTURY ERA (1924)

Greyhound not only set a T1:55¼ time trial record

2:10 TROTTERS

that remained intact for thirty one years, but also

Sire

established a performance record that has not been

2YO

3YO

Peter the Great

39

10

bettered. His career began with a world record at

Dillon Axworthy

15

10

two, followed by his first two minute race win at

Guy Axworthy

15

7

Belwin

12

12

The Harvester

11

1

San Francisco

11

0

three and another world record at four. In all, he
established twenty five world speed records. It was
seventeen years before Stars Pride broke his race
record of T1:57½ and thirty one years before
Nevele Pride lowered his T1:55¼. time trial record.
The full racing career of Greyhound is taken up in
chapter eleven.

In 1924, Mr McElwyn became the first three year old
to better two minutes and only five others breached
the mark prior to the Modern Era. Among the
pacers, Highland Scott achieved the feat in 1926
with eleven more joining him by 1949.
It was not until 1944 that Titan Hanover became the
first two minute two year old of either gait, a record
that remained intact for thirteen years.

While world speed records were stagnant, there
were still considerable changes taking place. The
fashionable 2:30 record of the nineteenth century

TITAN HANOVER- FIRST TWO MINUTE TWO YEAR OLD

had now become a drab honor and woefully
inadequate as a measure of quality. The new
measure of merit was set first at 2:10 and then 2:05.
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The enormous advance in two year old speed
became a phenomenon of the Modern Era.

Modern Era
The Modern Era also witnessed advances in
technology and breeding methods that quickened
the evolution in speed.

While many of these

innovations commenced prior to 1950, their
maximum impact was felt later and continued to
grow in importance.
The first of these was the progress in breeding
practices as artificial insemination and semen

MOBILE GATE 1946

transport removed the tyranny of distance and
increased the impact of the greatest sires.
The second was the advances in race tracks. Not
only were the surfaces and cambers more inducive
to speed but the size of the tracks increased as
well. The seven eighth and mile tracks made it
much easier for a horse to take a time
commensurate with their ability than the tighter half
mile tracks like Yonkers and Roosevelt, that had
hosted many of the leading events. Speed also

MOBILE GATE 1960S

begets speed and the evenness of competition

A final change that enhanced speed records was

ensures that winners will establish fast records.

the distance and frequency of racing. The

The third of the innovations was the mobile starting

Foundation Era races were over distances ranging

gate which both eliminated many of the breaks of

from one to ten miles and often comprising up to

the past and guaranteed speedier first quarters and

seven heats to establish a winner. The emphasis

consequently more evenly run races. The progress

was as much upon endurance and gameness as it

in their design is illustrated in the following

was upon speed.

photographs.

The New Century Era saw requirements for victory

Also of significance were continuous improvements

fall to three from five heats, mostly over a mile,

in sulky production and the introduction of night

while the trend in the Modern Era has become one

racing under lights. Winnipeg became the first

dash over one mile at top speed. Heats are now run

winner under lights in 1926 and cooler evening

a week prior to the final rather than consecutively on

meetings have now become an integral part of the

the same day. There is, of course, some

sport.

acknowledgement of older practices in a few major
events such as the Little Brown Jug.
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By 1975 there were over seven hundred two minute
miles recorded and within two years the number
had tripled. At the close of 1976 almost three
thousand horses had achieve two minutes, with just
over one in ten being trotters. The two minute mark

TABLE 10.13 WORLD TROTTING RECORDS

Modern Era
1969

Nevele Pride

T1:54.4TT

1982

Arndon

T1:54.0TT

1985

Prakas

T1:53.2
T1:52.1

1987

Mack Lobell

had now gone the way of the Standard Performer

1994

Pine Chip

mark, a mere token that represented little more than

2002

Victory Tilly

T1:50.4

becoming a winner.

2008

Enough Talk

T1:49.3

The new pinnacle of success became the 1:55 list.

2014

Sebastian K

T1:49.0

T1:51.0TT

While Billy Direct had become the first harness
horse to reach this mark back in 1938 it was not

As we begin the second decade of the twenty first

until 1955 that it was matched by Adios Harry and

century it is but one hundred years since the

over the ensuing decade only two others joined him.

magical two minute barrier was breached by both

All three were sons of Adios.

trotters and pacers.

TABLE 10.12 REDUCED WORLD PACING RECORDS

Modern Era

The world record for trotters is now more than ten
seconds better and the current measure of success

1955

Adios Harry

1:55.0

1960

Adios Butler

1:54.3TT

1966

Bret Hanover

1:53.4TT

members.

1971

Steady Star

1:52.0TT

Among the pacers, over thirteen seconds have

1980

Niatross

1:49.1TT

been wiped from, the world record with more than

1988

Matts Scooter

1:48.2TT

1993

Cambest

1:46.1TT

is the 1:53 list with four hundred and forty one

one thousand performers having paced in 1:50 or
better. The new mark of greatness has been
lowered to 1:48 with sixty seven having already

It was twenty six years after Adios Harry before the

achieved this milestone.

1:55 list contained one hundred performers. The

The push towards early extreme speed continues.

gradual reduction in the pacing record over the

Two hundred and twenty six two year old trotters

Modern Era is tabulated in Table 10.12.

have breached 1:56 with the fastest being the filly

It took the trotters a further fourteen years before

Cooler Schooner (T1:51.3).

Nevele Pride became the first to time trial in better

The 1:52 two year old pacers number three hundred

than 1:55 and another nine before Florida Pro and

and twenty four at the end of June 2014, with twenty

Speedy Somolli achieved this mark in a race.

one going in 1:50 and the fastest in 1:49.0.

As for the pacers, it took twenty six years from the

A three year old pacer, Somebeachsomewhere, has

first entrant before one hundred joined the list. The

the equal fastest race mile in history while the three

evolution of the Modern Era trotting record is

year old trotter Muscle Hill has the second fastest

tabulated in Table 10.13.

race win in history.
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PHOTO GALLERY OF WORLD CHAMPIONS

COOLER SCHOONER - FASTEST EVER 2YO TROTTER
CAMBEST - THE FASTEST EVER PACER 1:46.1USTT

SOMEBEACHSOMEHWERE - EQUAL FASTEST RACE WIN
SEBASTIAN K - FASTEST EVER TROTTER 1:49.0

SWEET LOU - FASTEST EVER 2YO COLT PACER 1:49.0
MUSCLE HILL SECOND FASTEST 3YO RACE WIN
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